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By ST AFF REPORT S

Italian fashion label Fendi is teaming up with South Korean eyewear brand Gentle Monster on a capsule collection
of sunglasses.

Dubbed Gentle Fendi, the line was designed collaboratively between Fendi accessories creative director Silvia
Venturini Fendi and Gentle Monster. This alliance leans on Gentle Monster's modern aesthetic with Fendi's
craftsmanship.
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The collaborative line features two styles: a cat-eye shaped frame and an oversize aviator.

Launching on May 7, the capsule will be carried in Gentle Monster stores and ecommerce site and in select Fendi
boutiques.

To promote the line, the partners commissioned a campaign by Russian art collective AES+F. In a video and stills ,
models are shown interacting with otherworldly shapes in a futuristic environment.

Gentle Fendi campaign

As part of the collaboration, Fendi and Gentle Monster will also be opening a caf in Seoul. The Gentle Fendi Caf will
be open from May 8 to July 28, and will serve desserts and gelato in an artistic environment.

This tie-up brings together an LVMH-owned house with one of its  investments.

LVMH's private equity firm L Catterton took note of Gentle Monster's strong sales in the travel retail market and
made an investment in the brand in 2017 (see story). Today the label has expanded beyond Asia with stores in New
York, Los Angeles and London.
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